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Abstract The Mordukhovich subdifferential, being highly importanti variational and non-smooth analysis and
optimization, often happens to be hard to calculate. We propose a method for computing the Mordukhovich sub-
differential of differences of sublinear (DS) functions via the directed subdifferential of differences of convex (DC)
functions. We restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional case mainly for simplicity of the proofs and for the visual-
izations.
The equivalence of the Mordukhovich symmetric subdifferential (the union of the corresponding subdifferential
and superdifferential) to the Rubinov subdifferential (the visualization of the directed subdifferential) is established
for DS functions in two dimensions. The Mordukhovich subdifferential and superdifferential are identified as parts
of the Rubinov subdifferential. In addition, it is possibleto construct the directed subdifferential in a way similar
to the Mordukhovich one by considering outer limits of Fréch t subdifferentials. The results are extended to the
case of DC functions. Examples illustrating the obtained results are presented.
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1 Introduction
The Mordukhovich subdifferential is a highly important notion in variational analysis, closely related to optimality
conditions, metric regularity, Lipschitzness and other fundamental concepts of modern optimization theory (see
[23, 24]). This subdifferential is a closed subset of the Clarke subdifferential (see e.g. [25, Theorem 9.2]), and may
be non-convex for non-convex functions, thus achieving sharper optimality conditions. In contrast to the Fréchet
subdifferential (cf. [18, Example 1.1]), the Mordukhovichsubdifferential of a locally Lipschitz function is always
nonempty (see e.g. [22, (2.17)]).
Along with these essential advantages, there comes a substantial drawback: the Mordukhovich subdifferential
is difficult to calculate even for relatively simple examples, as such computation normally involves finding the
Painlevé-Kuratowski outer limit (see Section 2). For mostknown subdifferentials, the sum rule only has the form
of an inclusion – the subdifferential of a sum is a subset of the sum of the subdifferentials [23, Theorem 3.36]. This
rule applied in calculations only provides a superset of thesubdifferential of the sum.
We propose a method for computing the Mordukhovich subdifferential of differences of sublinear (DS) func-
tions, which are positively homogeneous DC (difference of convex) functions, applying directed sets [2] and the
directed subdifferential of DC functions [4]. The DC functions represent a large family of functions. They are
dense in the space of continuous functions [16] and constitute an important subclass of the quasidifferentiable
functions [10]. Various aspects of calculus and optimalityconditions for this class of functions are discussed
e.g. in [1, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 20].
The class of positively homogeneous DC functions is important enough since it contains differences of support
functions and directional derivatives of DC functions. Many i teresting examples of non-convex DC functions in
the literature are in this class (see e.g. [4]). All results in Section 3 obtained first for DS functions can be formulated
as a corollary for the directional derivative of DC functions.
The main advantage of directed subdifferentials based on directed sets is the sum rule: the directed subdifferen-
tial of a sum is equal to the sum of the directed subdifferentials [4, Proposition 4.2]. This rule applied for directed
subdifferentials provides the exact result.
We restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional case mainly for simplicity of the proofs and for the visualizations.
Furthermore, the visualization of the directed subdifferential is essentially more complicated in dimensions higher
than two, since lower dimensional mixed-type parts missingin the two-dimensional case would emerge in higher
dimensions.
In this paper, the equivalence of the Mordukhovich symmetric subdifferential, the union of the corresponding
subdifferential and superdifferential, to the Rubinov subdifferential (the visualization of the directed subdifferen-
tial), is established in Theorem 3.14 for the special class of DS functions in two dimensions.
While the Mordukhovich subdifferential is based on the corresponding normal cone and can be calculated by
outer limits of the Fréchet subdifferential, the directedsubdifferential for DC functions is essentially based on the
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subtraction of convex subdifferentials embedded in the Banach space of directed sets. Although these two concepts
differ substantially, there are many interesting links between them.
In Theorem 3.13 we prove that certain parts of the Rubinov subdifferential comprise the Mordukhovich subdif-
ferential. The remaining parts coincide with the Mordukhovich superdifferential (see Theorem 3.14). Furthermore,
Theorem 3.11 links outer limits of the Fréchet subdifferential to the directed subdifferential. The assumption on
positive homogeneity of the DC functions is dropped in Theorems 3.16 and 3.17 yielding the connection of the Ru-
binov subdifferential to the Mordukhovich symmetric subdifferential of the directional derivative for the broader
class of DC functions.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall necessary definitions, notation and results
on Fréchet subdifferential. In Sect. 3 the relation between the Mordukhovich and the directed subdifferential is
discussed. We illustrate our results with several examplesin Sect. 4. In the last section we sketch directions for
future research.
2 Preliminaries
Recall thatf : IRn → IR is calledpositively homogeneous, if f (λx) = λ f (x) for all x ∈ IRn andλ > 0. Clearly,
f (0) = 0 for positively homogeneous functions. A function issublinearif it is convex and positively homogeneous.
Recall that support functions of compact sets are sublinear. We denote bySn−1 the unit sphere in IRn, and by
cl(A),co(A) the closure and the convex hull of the setA respectively. The following operations on setsA,B⊂ IRn
are well-known:
A+B := {a+b|a∈ A, b∈ B} (Minkowski addition),
⊖A := {−a|a∈ A} (the pointwise negative of the setA)
The last operation is used in the definition of the Mordukhovich superdifferential and in the negative part of the
visualization of the directed subdifferential.
For the setsA,B⊂ IRn the operation




is called thegeometric differenceof the setsA andB. This difference is introduced by Hadwiger in [13] as well as
in [28] and is also called Minkowski-Pontryagin difference.
Let C ⊂ IRn be nonempty, convex, compact andl ∈ IRn. Then, thesupport functionand respectively thesup-
porting faceof C in directionl are defined by
δ ∗(l ,C) = max
c∈C
〈l ,c〉 ,
Y(l ,C) = {y∈C| 〈l ,y〉 = δ ∗(l ,C)} = argmax
c∈C
〈l ,c〉 .
Note that forl = 0, Y(l ,C) = C. By y(l ,C) we denote any point of the setY(l ,C), and if the latter is a singleton
(i.e., there is a unique supporting point), thenY(l ,C) = {y(l ,C)}.
The supporting faceY(l ,C) equals the subdifferential of the support function ofC at l [29, Corollary 23.5.3].
We denote by Limsup thePainlev́e-Kuratowski outer limitand by Liminf theinner limit of sets (see [30,
Chap. 4]). Intuitively, the outer limit of a sequence of setsconsists of the limiting points of all converging subse-
quences of points from these sets. In contrast, the inner limit consists of limiting points of all sequences constructed
from points taken from almost every set in a way that only a finite umber of sets can be missed out. For a more
rigorous definition (see [30, Sect. 4.A]), first consider thesetN ♯∞ of all infinite subsequences in the set of natural
numbersN ♯∞ := {N ⊂ IN |N infinite}, and the setN∞ of all the sequences of natural numbers which include all
numbers beyond a certain value, i.e.N∞ := {N ⊂ IN | IN \N finite}. Given a sequence{Ck} of sets in IRn, we set
Limsup
k→∞
Ck = {x∈ IR
n |∃N ∈ N ♯∞ , ∃xk ∈Ck(k∈ N) with xk → x} ,
Liminf
k→∞
Ck = {x∈ IR
n |∃N ∈ N∞ , ∃xk ∈Ck(k∈ N) with xk → x} .
For a set-valued mappingF : IRn → IRm andx̄∈ IRn, the outer and inner limit ofF asx→ x̄ is naturally defined as
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Limsup
x→x̄
F(x) := {y∈ IRm|∃xk → x̄ , yk → y with yk ∈ F(xk) ∀k∈ IN} , (1)
Liminf
x→x̄
F(x) := {y∈ IRm|∀xk → x̄ , ∃N ∈ N∞ , ∃yk → y with yk ∈ F(xk) ∀k∈ N} . (2)
Clearly, the inner limit is a subset of the outer limit. If they are equal, this set is called thePainlev́e-Kuratowski
limit and is denoted by Limk→∞ Ck, respectively Limx→x̄ F(x).
Remark 2.1.Let F(·) be a uniformly bounded mapping defined in a neighborhood of the pointx̄∈ IRn with non-
empty images in a finite-dimensional space. It is easy to showt at if the Painlevé-Kuratowski outer limit is a
singleton Limsupx→x̄ F(x) = {ȳ}, it is equal to the Painlevé-Kuratowski limit. Indeed, by the assumption, for any
sequencexn → x̄, there is a converging subsequenceynk ∈ F(xnk) and any such subsequence may have only the
point ȳ as the limit.
The classical Moreau-Rockafellarsubdifferentialof a convex functionf : IRn → IR atx∈ IRn is
∂ f (x) := {s∈ IRn |∀y∈ IRn : 〈s,y−x〉+ f (x) ≤ f (y)} . (3)
It is well-known (see e.g. [15, Chap. V, Definition 1.1.4]) tha
δ ∗(l ,∂ f (x)) = f ′(x; l) , (4)
where f ′(x; l) is thedirectional derivativeof f atx in directionl .
In the sequel, the Moreau-Rockafellarsubdifferential of a sublinear function gat zero is denoted by∂g instead
of ∂g(0).
Also, for theunique supporting point of a supporting facew denote
dh(l ; l
′) = y(l ′,Y(l ,∂h)) (l , l ′ ∈ S1 with l ⊥ l ′) . (5)
TheDini subdifferential(see [5, 17, 26, 27]) of a directionally differentiable function f : IRn → IR at x∈ IRn is
∂D f (x) = {v∈ IRn | f ′(x;d) ≥ 〈v,d〉 ∀d ∈ IRn} .
The Fréchet subdifferentialand thesuperdifferential/upper subdifferential(see [5, 6, 18, 23]) of a function
f : IRn → IR at a point ¯x∈ IRn are defined as follows:




























The Fréchet subdifferential coincides with the Fréchet gradient for a Fréchet differentiable function, and with the
subdifferential for a convex function. One can think of∂F f (x̄) and∂+F f (x̄) as of the set of gradients of linear
functions “supporting”f from below resp. above at ¯x. While the Fréchet subdifferential is defined for a vast class
of functions, and can be used to check optimality conditions, in many cases it happens to be an empty set, which
is a serious drawback for applications.
The Fréchet subdifferential possesses several useful properties summarized in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.2.Let f : IRn → IR be positively homogeneous and l∈ IRn. Then
∂F f (0) = {v∈ IRn | f (d) ≥ 〈v,d〉 ∀d ∈ Sn−1} (6)
and f(·) is the support function of the Fréchet subdifferential, i.e.
f ′(0;l) = f (l) . (7)
Furthermore,
∂F f (l) = ∂F f (λ l), λ > 0 . (8)
Proof. The relation (6) is obtained easily from the positive homogeneity of f and f (0)= 0 (see e.g. [18, Proposition
1.9 a)]), and (8) follows from [18, Proposition 1.9 b)]. ⊓⊔
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The following result, which is an immediate consequence of [9, Theorem 2], is used for evaluating Fréchet and
Mordukhovich subdifferentials in the examples.
Lemma 2.3.Let f : IRn → IR be directionally differentiable.
(i) If the directional derivative of f at x can be representedas
f ′(x;g) = inf
t∈T
ϕt(g) ,
whereϕt are sublinear functions for every t∈ T and T is an arbitrary index set, then





f ′(x;g) = − inf
t∈T
ϕt(g) ,
whereϕt are sublinear functions for every t∈ T, then
∂+F f (x) = ⊖
⋂
t∈T
∂ϕt (x) . (10)
The next lemma states that the Fréchet subdifferential coincides with the Dini one for DC functions.
Lemma 2.4.If f = g−h is DC with convex functions g and h, then
∂F f (x) = ∂D f (x) = {v∈ IRn | f ′(x; l) ≥ 〈v, l〉 ∀l ∈ Sn−1} . (11)
Proof. Since each convex functiong,h : IRn → IR is locally Lipschitz (see [15, Chap. IV, Theorem 3.1.2]),each
DC function f = g−h is also locally Lipschitz. Hence, we can apply Proposition 1.16 from [18], which yields
d f(x)(l) = lim inf
t↓0
f (x+ tl)− f (x)
t
,
where we use the notation in [18]. In our settingd f(x)(l) corresponds to the lower Hadamard directional derivative
of f at x in the directionl .
Since each convex function (and hence, each DC function) is directionally differentiable, the limit inferior is
indeed a limit withd f(x)(l) = f ′(x; l). As we are dealing with finite-dimensional spaces,dw f (x; l) = d f(x; l) holds,
and [18, Proposition 1.17] yields
∂F f (x) = {v∈ IRn |dw f (x; l) ≥ 〈v, l〉 ∀l ∈ IRn}
= {v∈ IRn | f ′(x; l) ≥ 〈v, l〉 ∀l ∈ IRn} = ∂D f (x) .
⊓⊔
Clearly, for convex functions it follows that
∂Fg(x) = ∂Dg(x) = ∂g(x) . (12)
3 The Mordukhovich and the Directed Subdifferential in IR2
For a continuous functionf : IRn → IR, the Mordukhovich(lower) subdifferentialand superdifferential(upper
subdifferential) can be defined as a corresponding outer limit of Fréchet subdifferentials ([23, Theorem 1.89]):
∂M f (x̄) = Limsup
x→x̄
∂F f (x) , (13)
∂+M f (x̄) = Limsup
x→x̄
∂+F f (x) . (14)
TheMordukhovich symmetric subdifferentials defined as
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∂ 0M f (x) = ∂M f (x)∪∂
+
M f (x) .
Here, the limits are in thePainlev́e-Kuratowskisense. Furthermore, the connection between the Fréchet/Mordukho-
vich superdifferential to the corresponding subdifferential is given by the following formulas
∂+F f (x̄) = ⊖∂F(− f )(x̄) , ∂
+
M f (x̄) = ⊖∂M(− f )(x̄), (15)
which involve the negative function and the pointwise inverse of sets, see [18, remarks following Proposition 1.3]
and [23, remarks below Definition 1.78].
Directed sets, offering a visualization of differences of two compact convex sets, are introduced and studied in
[2, 3]. Here, we only sketch the main ideas and notations on directed sets in IR2.
The directed sets, as well as theembedding Jn of convex compact sets in IRn into the Banach space of directed
sets, are defined recursively in the space of dimensionn. I one dimension, thedirected embedded intervalsare
defined by the values of the support function in the two unit direct ons±1,
−−→





[c,d] = (−c,d) allows thatc,d are arbitrary real numbers, evenc > d is
possible (see references in [2, 3]). Atwo-dimensional directed set
−→
A 2 is a pair of a uniformly bounded map
−→
A 1(·)
having one-dimensional directed intervals [2] as its values (thedirected “supporting face”), and a continuous




A 1(l),a2(l))l∈S1 . (16)
A convex compact setA⊂ IR2 is embedded into the the space of two-dimensional directed sets via the embedding
mapJ2 composed from the natural projectionπ1,2 from IR×{0} ⊂ IR2 onto IR, and the rotationR2l which for any
unit vectorl ∈ IR2 maps the pair(l ′, l) (with l ′ orthonormal tol ) to the standard basis(e1,e2) in IR2:
J2(A) = (
−−−−→
Y(l ,A),δ ∗(l ,A))l∈S1, with
−−−−→
Y(l ,A) = J1(π1,2R2l (Y(l ,A)− δ ∗(l ,A)l)) . (17)
For a directed set
−→
A , its visualization V2(
−→
A ) ⊂ IR2 has three parts -positive P2(
−→































The last part is formed by reprojectionsQ2,l of one-dimensional visualizations from IR onto the supporting lines
〈x, l〉 = a2(l) for any unit vectorl ∈ IR2.
Equipped with a norm and operations acting separately on thecomponents of the directed sets, the space of
directed sets is a Banach space. The subtraction in this space is inverse to the Minkowski addition for embedded
convex compact sets.
Thedirected subdifferentialfor DC functions and its visualization, theRubinov subdifferential, are introduced
in [4] for a DC function f = g−h as
−→
∂ f (x) = J2(∂g(x))−J2(∂h(x)), ∂R f (x) = V2(
−→
∂ f (x)) ,
i.e. it is the difference of the two embedded subdifferentials.
An explicit formula for the Mordukhovich subdifferential of a positively homogeneous function as a union of
Fréchet subdifferentials is obtained in the next statement.
Proposition 3.1.Let f : IR2 → IR be a positively homogeneous function. Then
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Proof. Denote byD the right-hand side of (20). We first show thatD ⊆ ∂M f (0). Observe that∂F f (0) ⊂ ∂M f (0)
holds by (13). Further, for anyl ∈ S1 andλ > 0 we have∂F f (λ l) = ∂F f (l) by Lemma 2.2 and
∂F f (l) = Limsup
λ↓0
∂F f (λ l) ⊂ Limsup
x→0
∂F f (x) = ∂M f (0) .
It remains to show that for anyl , l ′ ∈ S1, l ⊥ l ′ we have
Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′) ⊂ ∂M f (0) .
Again, by Lemma 2.2 for anyt > 0




∂F f (l + tl ′) = Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (t(l + tl ′)) ⊂ Limsup
x→0
∂F f (x) = ∂M f (0) .
Now we will show that∂M f (0) ⊆ D. Let us consider an arbitrary elementv∈ ∂M f (0). By (13) there exist{vn}
and{xn} such thatvn → v, xn → 0 andvn ∈ ∂F f (xn). Without loss of generality, eitherxn = 0 for all n, or xn 6= 0
for all n. In the former case, we haven ∈ ∂F f (0), and by the closedness of∂F f (0)
v∈ Limsup
n→∞
∂F f (0) = ∂F f (0) ⊂ D .
In the latter case, without loss of generality suppose thatln =
xn
‖xn‖
→ l ∈ S1. Observe that by Lemma 2.2






= ∂F f (ln) . (21)
There are two possibilities again. Without loss of generality, eitherln = l for all n, or ln−〈ln, l〉 · l 6= 0 and〈l , ln〉 6= 0
for all n. In the first case, by (21)
v∈ Limsup
n→∞
∂F f (ln) = ∂F f (l) ⊂ D .






. Observe thatl ′n ⊥ l , and‖l
′
n‖ = 1. Since in IR
2 there are
only two unit vectors perpendicular tol , we can assumel ′n = l
′ ∈ S1 for all n, wherel ′ is one of such two vectors.










∂F f (l + tnl ′) ⊂ Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′) ⊂ D .
⊓⊔
The following result about the Fréchet subdifferential ofa DC function follows from (11) and [14, Sect. 4]
resp. [10, Chap. III, Proposition 4.1]. The following lemmawill be used to explicitly calculate the first term
appearing in the right-hand side of (20) in Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.2.Let f = g−h, where g,h : IRn → IR are convex. Then
∂F f (x) = ∂D f (x) = ∂g(x)−* ∂h(x) , (22)
where∂g(x) and∂h(x) are the subdifferentials of g and h respectively.
To obtain a formula for the second term in the right-hand sideof (20) for sublinear functions, we show now that
the subdifferential of a sublinear function in a pointl 6= 0 is a lower dimensional supporting face.
Lemma 3.3.Let h: IRn → IR be convex. Then for any l∈ IRn,
∂ [h′(x; ·)](l) = Y(l ,∂h(x)) . (23)
If, in addition, h is sublinear, then
∂h(l) = Y(l ,∂h) . (24)
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Proof. The equality (24) is trivial forl = 0. It follows from [15, Chap. VI, Proposition 2.1.5] that forl 6= 0 and
every convex function
∂ [h′(x; ·)](l) = Y(l ,∂h(x)) .
Settingx = 0 the equality follows immediately, since (7) holds for the positively homogeneous functionh(·). ⊓⊔
In the next two lemmas we study the last term in the right-handside of (20) for DS functions.
Lemma 3.4.Let f = g−h, where g,h : IR2 → IR are sublinear. Then for every l, l ′ ∈ S1 with l ⊥ l ′,
Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′) 6= /0 .
Proof. The functionf is locally Lipschitz as a difference of sublinear functions. Hence,f is Fréchet differentiable
almost everywhere, and there exists a sequence{xn}n ⊂ IR2 such that〈xn, l ′〉 > 0 for all n, xn → 0 and f is Fréchet
differentiable atl + xn. The Fréchet subdifferential off at l + xn is nonempty and coincides with the Fréchet
derivative (see [18, Proposition 1.1]). Therefore, we have
∂F f (l +xn) = {∇ f (l +xn)} (n∈ IN) .
Observe that for sufficiently largen we have 1+ 〈xn, l〉 > 0 and
l +xn = l + 〈xn, l〉 · l + 〈xn, l




















. Observe thatn > 0 and alsotn → 0, i.e. tn ↓ 0. Since f is locally Lipschitz, the sequence
{∇ f (l +xn)} is bounded, hence, has a converging subsequence. This subsequenc satisfies
Limsup
n→∞
∂F f (l +xn) = Limsup
n→∞
∂F f (l + tnl ′) ⊂ Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′)
which yields the nonemptiness of Limsupt↓0 ∂F f (l + tl ′). ⊓⊔
The following result establishes that the set limit (i.e. the limit of the sequence) of the subdifferentials∂h(l +
tl ′) evaluated at small orthogonal disturbances of the direction l is a singleton. This fact is needed later in the
representation theorem for directed subdifferentials.




∂h(l + tl ′) = Y(l ′,Y(l ,∂h)) = {y(l ′,Y(l ,∂h))} . (25)
Proof. First, we will prove the claimed equality for the outer limitL msupt↓0 ∂h(l + tl ′), and then apply Remark
2.1.
Let v̄∈Y(l ,∂h). Assume thatn ↓ 0 and{vn}n is a sequence of points, each one in∂h(l + tnl ′), and converging to
a point in Limsupt↓0 ∂h(l + tl ′). Lemma 3.3 shows that
vn ∈ ∂h(l + tnl ′) = Y(l + tnl ′,∂h) (n∈ IN) .
By the definition of supporting face and by (7) we have
〈vn, l + tnl
′〉 ≥ 〈v̄, l + tnl
′〉 = 〈v̄, l〉+ tn〈v̄, l
′〉 = h(l)+ tn〈v̄, l
′〉 (26)
and
〈l ,vn〉 ≤ δ ∗(l ,Y(l + tnl ′,∂h)) ≤ δ ∗(l ,∂h) = h′(0;l) = h(l) . (27)
Taking limits asn→ ∞ (tn ↓ 0) on both sides of (26) and (27), we obtain
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lim
n→∞
〈vn, l〉 = h(l) . (28)
Let ṽ∈Y(l ′,Y(l ,∂h)). Observe that ˜v∈Y(l ,∂h) ⊂ ∂h, vn ∈Y(l + tnl ′,∂h) and
〈vn, l + tnl
′〉 = 〈vn, l〉+ tn〈vn, l
′〉 ≤ 〈ṽ, l〉+ tn〈vn, l
′〉 , (29)
〈vn, l + tnl
′〉 ≥ 〈ṽ, l + tnl
′〉 = 〈ṽ, l〉+ tn〈ṽ, l
′〉 . (30)
Subtracting (30) from (29), we have〈vn, l ′〉 ≥ 〈ṽ, l ′〉. Thus for any cluster point ˆv ∈ Limsupt↓0 ∂h(l + tl ′) of the
sequence{vn}n, we have
〈v̂, l ′〉 ≥ 〈ṽ, l ′〉 . (31)
SinceY(·,∂h) is upper semicontinuous and has closed values, it follows from (24) andvn ∈ Y(l + tnl ′,∂h) that
v̂∈Y(l ,∂h). Hence, ˆv∈Y(l ′,Y(l ,∂h)) by (31) and the inclusion ”⊂” in (25) is proved with the outer limit in the
left-hand side.
Assume now thatY(l ′,Y(l ,∂h)) contains two different points ˜v1, ṽ2. Clearly,
〈l ′, ṽ1〉 = 〈l
′, ṽ2〉 = δ ∗(l ′,Y(l ,∂h)) ,
〈l , ṽ1〉 = 〈l , ṽ2〉 = δ ∗(l ,∂h) .
For anyη ∈ IR2 the representationη = 〈η , l〉 · l + 〈η , l ′〉 · l ′ is valid, therefore
〈η , ṽ1− ṽ2〉 = 〈η , l〉 · 〈l , ṽ1− ṽ2〉+ 〈η , l ′〉 · 〈l ′, ṽ1− ṽ2〉 = 0 ,
which contradicts the assumption that the points are different.
Hence, the right-hand side in (25) is just a singleton and theequality follows by the non-emptiness of the left-hand
side guaranteed by Lemma 3.4, Equ. (12) and Remark 2.1. ⊓⊔
Thus, (25) in the above lemma can be reformulated with the notation (5) as
Lim
t↓0
∂h(l + tl ′) = {dh(l ; l ′)} . (32)
The previous lemma will be generalized to DC functions. The following lemma states an explicit formula for
the third term appearing in the right-hand side of (20) in Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.6.Let f = g−h, where g,h : IR2 → IR are sublinear. Then for every l, l ′ ∈ S1, l ′ ⊥ l the outer limit
Limsupt↓0 ∂F f (l + tl ′) is a singleton, and
Limsup
t↓0




∂F f (l + tl ′) .
Then there exist sequences{un}, {tn}, un → u, tn ↓ 0 such thatun ∈ ∂F f (l + tnl ′). By Lemma 3.2 we have
∂F f (l + tnl ′) = ∂g(l + tnl ′)−* ∂h(l + tnl ′) (n∈ IN) .
Therefore, for alln∈ IN there are
vn ∈ ∂g(l + tnl ′) and wn ∈ ∂h(l + tnl ′)
such thatun = vn−wn.
Since{vn} and{wn} are bounded (as they belong to the corresponding upper semicontinuous subdifferentials
of g andh), the sets Limsupn→∞{vn} and Limsupn→∞{wn} of cluster points of the corresponding sequences are





∂g(l + tnl ′) = Lim
n→∞





∂h(l + tnl ′) = Lim
n→∞
∂h(l + tnl ′) = {dh(l ; l ′)} ,
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where we have used the notation (5).







wn = dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l
′) .
Sinceu is arbitrary, we have
Limsup
t↓0




∂F f (l + tl ′) 6= /0
holds and we obtain (33) from (34). ⊓⊔
For the convenience of the reader, we include a full proof forthe explicit formula of the subdifferential of
a sublinear function with the help of two collinear directions orthogonal to the supporting face in Lemma 3.3,
although this geometric fact is rather obvious.
Lemma 3.7.Let h: IR2 → IR be a sublinear function. Then for every l, l ′ ∈ S1 with l′ ⊥ l,
∂h(l) = co{dh(l ;−l ′),dh(l ; l ′)} ,
where we used again the notation (5).
Proof. From Lemma 3.3 we know that
∂h(l) = Y(l ,∂h) .
Obviously, co{dh(l ;−l ′),dh(l ; l ′)} ⊂Y(l ,∂h), and we only need to show the opposite inclusion. Assume thatthere
existsv∈Y(l ,∂h) such that
v /∈ co{dh(l ;−l
′),dh(l ; l
′)} .
Then by the separation theorem there existsl̃ ∈ IR2 such that
〈v, l̃〉 > max{〈dh(l ;−l
′), l̃〉,〈dh(l ; l
′), l̃〉} . (35)
Since the representationv= 〈v, l〉 · l + 〈v, l ′〉 · l ′ holds, we can usev∈Y(l ,∂h) as well as (4) and (7) to observe that
〈l̃ ,v〉 = 〈l̃ , l〉 · 〈v, l〉+ 〈l̃ , l ′〉 · 〈v, l ′〉 = 〈l̃ , l〉 ·h(l)+ 〈l̃ , l ′〉 · 〈v, l ′〉 .
Usingdh(l ; l ′) ∈Y(l ,∂h) twice, the equalityh(l) = 〈dh(l , l ′), l〉 follows, if 〈l̃ , l ′〉 ≥ 0, as well as
〈l̃ ,v〉 ≤ 〈l̃ , l〉 ·h(l)+ 〈l̃ , l ′〉 · 〈dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉 = 〈dh(l ; l
′), l̃〉 ≤ max{〈dh(l ;−l
′), l̃〉,〈dh(l ; l
′), l̃〉} . (36)
Analogously, if〈l̃ , l ′〉 < 0, the following estimate is valid due toh(l) = 〈dh(l ,−l ′), l〉:
〈l̃ ,v〉 ≤ 〈l̃ , l〉 ·h(l)−〈l̃ , l ′〉 · 〈dh(l ;−l
′),−l ′〉 = 〈dh(l ;−l
′), l̃〉 ≤ max{〈dh(l ;−l
′), l̃〉,〈dh(l ; l
′), l̃〉} (37)
Clearly, (36) resp. (37) contradict (35), hence our assumption is wrong. ⊓⊔
The next two lemmas will be used in the further theorems. The first one connects the first component of the
embedding (17) of convex sets into the space of directed setsto the interval which coincides with the projection
of the line segment from Lemma 3.7. In the embedding the natural projectionπ1,2 and the rotationR2,l in [2] are
used.
Lemma 3.8.Let h: IR2 → IR be sublinear, l∈ S1 and l′ = R⊤2,l e
1. Then, the embedding in (17) satisfies
π1,2R2,l (Y(l ,∂h)−h(l)l) = [〈dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉,〈dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉] ,
where we used again the notation (5).
Proof. Observe thatl ⊥ l ′, so that Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7 apply with
Y(l ,∂h) = co{dh(l ;−l ′),dh(l ; l ′)} . (38)
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Sinceh(l) = 〈dh(l ;±l ′), l〉, the following representation holds:
dh(l ;±l
′) = 〈dh(l ;±l
′), l ′〉 · l ′ + 〈dh(l ;±l
′), l〉 · l = 〈dh(l ;±l
′), l ′〉 · l ′ +h(l)l (39)
Therefore,
π1,2R2,l(Y(l ,∂h)−h(l)l) = π1,2R2,l (co{dh(l ;−l ′),dh(l ; l ′)}−h(l)l) (by (38))
= π1,2R2,l (co{dh(l ;−l ′)−h(l)l ,dh(l ; l ′)−h(l)l})
= π1,2R2,l (co{〈dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉l ′,〈dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉l ′}) (by (39))
= co{π1,2R2,l 〈dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉l ′,π1,2R2,l〈dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉l ′}
= co{〈dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉 ·π1,2R2,l l ′,〈dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉 ·π1,2R2,l l ′}
= co{〈dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉,〈dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉}
= [〈dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉,〈dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉] (as〈dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉 ≤ 〈dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉) .
⊓⊔
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 3.8 to DS functions. To study the result of the embedded difference
of subdifferentials, the convex sets in the first component of the embedding (17) can be calculated with the help of
the two endpoints of the interval.
Lemma 3.9.Let f = g−h, where g,h : IR2 → IR are sublinear. Consider l∈ S1 and the orthogonal vector l′ =
R⊤2,l e
1. Then
π1,2R2,l (D−(l)− f (l)l) = 〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉 ,
π1,2R2,l (D+(l)− f (l)l) = 〈dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉 ,
where the notation (5) and
D−(l) := Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l − tl ′) and D+(l) := Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′)
are used.
Proof. Clearly,l ⊥ l ′. By Lemma 3.6 the two sets
D−(l) = dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l
′) , D+(l) = dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l
′)
are singletons andg(l ;±l ′) ∈Y(l ,∂g), dh(l ;±l ′) ∈Y(l ,∂h). Therefore,
π1,2R2,l (D−(l)− f (l)l) = π1,2R2,l (D−(l)− f (l)l)
= π1,2R2,l (dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′)− f (l)l)
= π1,2R2,l (〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉l ′
+ 〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l
′), l〉l − f (l)l)
= π1,2R2,l (〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉l ′ +(g(l)−h(l))l − f (l)l)
= π1,2R2,l (〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉l ′)
= 〈dg(l ;−l
′)−dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉 ·π1,2R2,l l ′
= 〈dg(l ;−l
′)−dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉 ·π1,2R2,lR⊤2,l e
1
= 〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉
and analogously
π1,2R2,l (D+(l)− f (l)l) = 〈dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉 .
⊓⊔
We apply the two lemmas above to represent the directed subdifferential of a positively homogeneous DC
function in IR2 with the help of outer limits of Fréchet subdifferential. The unique supporting points calculated in
Lemma 3.9 are used to determine the (one-dimensional) first component of the directed subdifferential.
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Lemma 3.10. f = g−h, g,h : IR2 → IR, sublinear. Then, using the notation (5),
−→
∂ f (0) = (
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉,〈dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉], f (l))l∈S1
with l′ = l ′(l) = R⊤2,l e
1.
Proof. Observe thatδ ∗(l ,∂g) = g′(0;l) = g(l) by (4) and Lemma 2.2 and therefore,
−→
∂ f = J2(∂g)−J2(∂h) (by definition)
= (J1(π1,2R2,l (Y(l ,∂g)−g(l)l)),g(l))l∈S1
−(J1(π1,2R2,l (Y(l ,∂h)−h(l)l)),h(l))l∈S1 (by definition)
= (J1([〈dg(l ;−l
′), l ′〉,〈dg(l ; l
′), l ′〉])−J1([〈dh(l ;−l










′), l ′〉,〈dh(l ; l




′), l ′〉− 〈dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉,〈dg(l ; l
′), l ′〉− 〈dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉], f (l))l∈S1 .
⊓⊔
As a first main result, we connect the representation of the directed subdifferential to outer limits of Fréchet
subdifferentials.





A1(l),a2(l))l∈S1 can be constructed via limits of Fréchet normals as follows: for every l∈ S1 let
























Proof. By Lemma 3.9
π1,2R2,l (D−(l)− f (l)l) = 〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉 ,
π1,2R2,l (D+(l)− f (l)l) = 〈dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉 ,




[〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉,〈dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉], f (l))l∈S1 ,
which coincides with the directed subdifferential
−→
A of f by Lemma 3.10. ⊓⊔
The equality for the Fréchet subdifferential in the next lemma will be used to explicitly calculate the second
term appearing in the right-hand side of (20) in Proposition3.1. Geometrically, this fact is easy to believe so the
reader may skip the technical proof.
Lemma 3.12.Let f = g−h, where g,h : IR2 → IR are sublinear. Then for every l∈ S1
∂F f (l) = ∂g(l)−* ∂h(l) = co{dg(l ;−l ′),dg(l ; l ′)}−* co{dh(l ;−l ′),dh(l ; l ′)}
=
{
co{dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′),dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′)} , if case 1 holds,
/0 , if case 2 holds,
where we used again the notation (5) and l′ = R⊤2,l e
1. Case 1 holds, if
〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉 ≤ 〈dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉
and case 2 is given, if the inequality ”>” holds.
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Proof. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7 show that
∂g(l) = Y(l ,∂g) = co{dg(l ;−l ′),dg(l ; l ′)} ,
∂h(l) = Y(l ,∂h) = co{dh(l ;−l ′),dh(l ; l ′)} ,
sincel ⊥ l ′. Clearly, for allv∈ ∂g(l) andw∈ ∂h(l), (4) and (7) apply, i.e.
〈l ,v〉 = δ ∗(l ,∂g) = g′(0;l) = g(l) ,
〈l ,w〉 = δ ∗(l ,∂h) = h′(0;l) = h(l)
and especially,
〈l ,dg(l ;±l ′)〉 = g(l) , 〈l ,dh(l ;±l
′)〉 = h(l) . (41)
It holds that
∂g(l) = co{dg(l ;−l ′)−g(l)l ,dg(l ; l ′)−g(l)l}+g(l)l
= co{〈dg(l ;−l ′), l ′〉 · l ′,〈dg(l ; l ′), l ′〉 · l ′}+g(l)l ,
∂h(l) = co{dh(l ;−l ′)−h(l)l ,dh(l ; l ′)−h(l)l}+h(l)l
= co{〈dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉 · l ′,〈dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉 · l ′}+h(l)l ,
∂g(l)−g(l)l = co{〈dg(l ;−l ′), l ′〉 · l ′,〈dg(l ; l ′), l ′〉 · l ′} ,
∂h(l)−h(l)l = co{〈dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉 · l ′,〈dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉 · l ′} .
Let us denote for abbreviation
µ1 := 〈dg(l ;−l ′), l ′〉 , µ2 := 〈dg(l ; l ′), l ′〉 ,
ν1 := 〈dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉 , ν2 := 〈dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉 .
Sincedg(l ; l ′) ∈ y(l ′,Y(l ,∂g)) anddh(l ; l ′) ∈ y(l ′,Y(l ,∂h)), we have the ordering
µ1 ≤ µ2 and ν1 ≤ ν2 .
Let us study the scalar product ofu∈ (∂g(l)−g(l)l)−* (∂h(l)−h(l)l) andη ∈ IRn:
〈η ,u〉 ≤ δ ∗(η ,co{µ1l ′,µ2l ′})− δ ∗(η ,co{ν1l ′,ν2l ′})
= max{〈η ,µ1l ′〉,〈η ,µ2l ′〉}−max{〈η ,ν1l ′〉,〈η ,ν2l ′〉}
= max{µ1 · 〈η , l ′〉,µ2 · 〈η , l ′〉}−max{ν1 · 〈η , l ′〉,ν2 · 〈η , l ′〉}
Both shifted line segments are spanned by the vectorl ′, hence the geometric difference lies also in this span which
is demonstrated by settingη = ±l in the above inequality:
〈l ,u〉 ≤ 0−0= 0, 〈−l ,u〉 ≤ 0−0= 0
Hence,〈l ,u〉 = 0. Let us study the scalar product in the orthogonal directionsl ′ and−l ′.
〈l ′,u〉 ≤ max{µ1,µ2}−max{ν1,ν2} = µ2−ν2 , (42)
〈−l ′,u〉 ≤ max{−µ1,−µ2}−max{−ν1,−ν2} = −µ1+ ν1 (43)
Assume thatν2−ν1 > µ2− µ1 and thatu∈ IRn exists withu∈ (∂g(l)−g(l)l)−* (∂h(l)−h(l)l). Then, equations
(42) and (43) yield the contradiction
µ1−ν1 ≤ 〈l ′,u〉 ≤ µ2−ν2 , i.e. ν2−ν1 ≤ µ2− µ1 .
Now assume that
ν2−ν1 ≤ µ2− µ1 . (44)
We will show that
M1 = M2
holds for
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M1 := (co{µ1,µ2} · l ′)−* (co{ν1,ν2} · l ′) , M2 := co{µ1−ν1,µ2−ν2} · l ′ .
”⊂”: Let η ∈ IRn. Using〈l ,u〉 = 0 and the orthonormal basis{l , l ′}, we getη = 〈η , l〉 · l + 〈η , l ′〉 · l ′ and
δ ∗(η ,M1) = max
u∈M1
〈η ,u〉 = max
u∈M1
(
〈η , l〉 · 〈l ,u〉+ 〈η , l ′〉 · 〈l ′,u〉
)
= 〈η , l ′〉 ·δ ∗(l ′,M1) ≤ 〈η , l ′〉 · (µ2−ν2) (by (42))
= 〈η , l ′〉 · max
α∈[µ1−ν1,µ2−ν2]








〈η ,α · l ′〉 = max
u∈M2
〈η ,u〉 = δ ∗(η ,M2)
which shows thatM1 ⊂ M2.
”⊃”: Let us first show that(µ1−ν1)l ′ ∈ M1. Since (44) andµ1−ν1 + ν2 ≤ µ2 hold,
(µ1−ν1)l ′ +co{ν1,ν2} · l ′ = (µ1−ν1)l ′ +co{ν1l ′,ν2l ′}
= co{(µ1−ν1)l ′ + ν1l ′,(µ1−ν1)l ′ + ν2l ′}
= co{µ1l ′,(µ1−ν1 + ν2)l ′} = co{µ1,(µ1−ν1+ ν2)} · l ′
⊂ co{µ1,µ2} · l ′ ,
Hence, the first endpoint of the line segmentM2 lies in M1:
(µ1−ν1)l ′ ∈
(




co{ν1,ν2} · l ′
)
= M1
Now, we proceed similarly with the second endpoint(µ2−ν2)l ′. Since (44) andµ2−ν2+ ν1 ≥ µ1 is valid,
(µ2−ν2)l ′ +co{ν1,ν2} · l ′ = (µ2−ν2)l ′ +co{ν1l ′,ν2l ′}
= co{(µ2−ν2)l ′ + ν1l ′,(µ2−ν2)l ′ + ν2l ′}
= co{(µ2−ν2+ ν1)l ′,µ2l ′} = co{(µ2−ν2+ ν1),µ2} · l ′
⊂ co{µ1,µ2} · l ′ .
An immediate consequence is that the second endpoint ofM2 also lies inM1:
(µ2−ν2)l ′ ∈
(




co{ν1,ν2} · l ′
)
= M1
SinceM1 is convex, it follows that
M2 = co{(µ1−ν1)l ′,(µ2−ν2)l ′} ⊂ M1 .
This equality for both sets is used to reformulate the geometric difference:
∂g(l)−* ∂h(l) = (∂g(l)−g(l)l)−* (∂h(l)−h(l)l)+ f (l)l
= (co{µ1,µ2} · l ′)−* (co{ν1,ν2} · l ′)+ f (l)l = co{µ1−ν1,µ2−ν2} · l ′+ f (l)l
= co{(µ1−ν1)l ′ + f (l)l ,(µ2−ν2)l ′ + f (l)l}
Let us now calculate both endpoints of the line segment using(41):
(µ1−ν1)l ′ + f (l)l =
(
〈dg(l ;−l
′), l ′〉− 〈dh(l ;−l
′), l ′〉
)
· l ′ +g(l)l −h(l)l
=
(





′), l ′〉 · l ′ + 〈dh(l ;−l
′), l〉 · l
)
= dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l
′),
(µ2−ν2)l ′ + f (l)l =
(
〈dg(l ; l ′), l ′〉− 〈dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉
)
· l ′ +g(l)l −h(l)l
=
(





′), l ′〉 · l ′ + 〈dh(l ; l
′), l〉 · l
)
= dg(l ; l
′)−dh(l ; l
′)
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This finally shows that
∂g(l)−* ∂h(l) = co{dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′),dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′)} .
⊓⊔
The next main theorem shows that the Mordukhovich subdifferential of f at 0 can be represented via visualiza-
tion parts from (18)–(19) of the directed subdifferential.




∂ f (0) be the directed
subdifferential of f at0. Then,














wherebddenotes the boundary of a set inIR, and Q2,l (y) = R⊤2,l π
⊤
1,2(y)+a2(l) is the reprojection as in [3].
Proof. First of all, observe that by Proposition 3.1






∂F f (l − tl ′)∪Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′)
)
, (46)
wherel ′ = R⊤2,l e
1. The proof consists of three parts:
Step 1: We will show that the positive part coincides with theFr´ chet subdifferential atx = 0:
∂F f (0) = P2(
−→
A ) (47)
Step 2: We will conclude that the reprojected positive part is the second term in (46):











Step 3: We will prove the following equality for the reproject d boundary points:
Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l − tl ′)∪Limsup
t↓0





It is not difficult to see that Steps 1-3 together with (46) yield (45).
Step 1: For the Fréchet subdifferential, Lemma 2.2 yields
∂F f (0) = {v| 〈v, l〉 ≤ f (l) ∀l ∈ S1} . (50)
This equation can be compared with the definition of the positive part of the directed set:
P2(
−→
A ) = {v∈ IR2 | 〈v, l〉 ≤ a2(l) ∀l ∈ S1} (51)
Sincea2(l) = g(l)−h(l) = f (l), from (50) and (51) we conclude (47).
Step 2: By Lemma 3.12 for all ∈ S1 we have
∂F f (l) =
{
co{dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′),dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′)} , if case 1 of Lemma 3.12 holds,
/0 , if the opposite inequality holds,
(52)
where the notation (5) is again used.





[〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l




[〈dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′), l ′〉,〈dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′), l ′〉] , if case 1 of Lemma 3.12 holds,
/0 , if case 2 of Lemma 3.12 holds.
(53)
Observe that
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Q2,l (〈dg(l ;±l
′)−dh(l ;±l






= R⊤2,l (〈dg(l ;±l
′)−dh(l ;±l
′), l ′〉)e1 + f (l)l
= 〈dg(l ;±l ′)−dh(l ;±l
′), l ′〉 · l ′ +(g(l)−h(l))l
= 〈dg(l ;±l ′), l ′〉 · l ′ +g(l)l −〈dh(l ;±l
′), l ′〉 · l ′−h(l)l
= 〈dg(l ;±l ′), l ′〉 · l ′ + 〈dg(l ;±l ′), l〉 · l
−〈dh(l ;±l
′), l ′〉 · l ′−〈dh(l ;±l
′), l〉 · l





′), l ′〉,〈dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l
′), l ′〉]}
= co{dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l
′),dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l
′)} . (55)
From (52), (53) and (55) the equation (48) follows.
Step 3: By Lemma 3.6
Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l ± tl ′) = {dg(l ;±l ′)−dh(l ;±l ′)} , (56)





{dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′),dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′)}, if P1(
−→
A1(l)) 6= /0 ,
/0, if P1(
−→






A1(l)), the expression forQ2,l (bdN1(
−→





{dg(l ;−l ′)−dh(l ;−l ′),dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l ′)} , if N1(
−→
A1(l)) 6= /0 ,


















A1(l))) = {dg(l ;−l
′)−dh(l ;−l
′),dg(l ; l ′)−dh(l ; l
′)} (59)
Now, (56) and (59) yield (49). ⊓⊔
The Mordukhovich superdifferential and symmetric subdifferential of f at 0 is represented via the directed sub-
differential in the following theorem. Besides isolated points from the reprojected lower dimensional positive part
of the directed subdifferential, the Mordukhovich superdifferential forms the negative two- and one-dimensional
part in the visualization of the directed subdifferential.The positive parts are reflected by the Mordukhovich sub-
differential (see Theorem 3.13) so that the Mordukhovich symmetric subdifferential form the complete visualiza-
tion of the directed subdifferential for DS functions.




∂ f (0) be the directed
subdifferential of f at0. Then,














∂ 0M f (0) = V2(
−→
∂ f (0)) . (61)
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.13 to− f = h−g and use [3, Proposition 3.8]:
−→
∂ (− f )(0) = −
−→
∂ f (0) , ⊖P2(−
−→
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A ) ⊂ Q2,lV1(
−→
A1(l))
and (18) hold, the second equation (61) follows easily. ⊓⊔
Applying the previous Theorems 3.11, 3.13 and 3.14 to the directional derivative generalizes these results to the
class of general DC functions (which are not necessarily positively homogeneous).
As a starting point, we will demonstrate that the directed subdifferential of the function atx coincides with the
one of its directional derivative evaluated at directionl = 0.
Proposition 3.15.Let f = g−h with g,h : IRn → IR be convex functions. Then,
−→
∂ [ f ′(x; ·)](0) =
−→
∂ f (x). (62)
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, the convex subdifferential ofg′(x; )̇ in 0 coincides with the one ofg(x):
∂ [g′(x; ·)](0) = Y(0,∂g(x)) = ∂g(x)
The same is true for the convex functionh such that
−→
∂ [ f ′(x; ·)](0) = Jn(∂ [g′(x; ·)](0))−Jn(∂ [h′(x; ·)](0)) = Jn(∂g(x))−Jn(∂h(x)) =
−→
∂ f (x) .
⊓⊔
Since the Mordukhovich subdifferential of the directionalderivative may differ from the one for the function
itself (see Example 4.3) in contrary to the directed subdifferential, the following results for the Mordukhovich
subdifferentials have to be formulated with the directional derivative. The next theorem yields the connection
between outer limits of Fréchet subdifferentials and the dir cted subdifferential.























∂F f ′(x; ·)(l − tl ′) , D+(l) := Limsup
t↓0
∂F f ′(x; ·)(l + tl ′) ,











Proof. Applying [10, Sect. I.3, Proposition 3.1], the directionalderivative
f ′(x; l) = g′(x; l)−h′(x; l)
is a DS representation. Hence, Proposition 3.15 and Theorem3.11 can be applied. ⊓⊔
The next theorem for DC functions, in which we can drop the assumption of positive homogeneity, could be
seen as the non-convex counterpart of the following result for locally Lipschitz and directionally differentiable
function in [19, Sect. 3] and [8, (35)]:
∂Cl[ f ′(x; ·)](0) = ∂MP f (x) ,
where∂MP f (x) is the Michel-Penot subdifferential off in x (see [8, 21]). In what follows the Mordukhovich
symmetric subdifferential for the directional derivativeatx in direction 0 coincides with the Rubinov subdifferential
at x, i.e. its visualized directed subdifferential.




∂ f (x) be the directed
subdifferential of f at x. Then,
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∂ 0M[ f ′(x; ·)](0) = V2(
−→
∂ f (x)) . (66)
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.16 the equality (62) of the directed subdifferential off ′(x; ·) in 0 and the one
of f (·) in x holds. The claimed equalities are proved by applying Theorems 3.13 and 3.14. ⊓⊔
Remark 3.18.All the lemmas starting from Lemma 3.3 could be adapted to theconvex (instead of sublinear)
situation. For this purpose, the function must be replaced by its directional derivative, which is sublinear with
respect to its second argument. E.g., Lemma 3.5 reads forh being only convex:
Limsup
t↓0
∂ [h′(x; ·)](l + tl ′) = Y(l ′,Y(l ,∂h(x))) .
4 Examples
For each of the presented examples we will first calculate theoretically the Mordukhovich subdifferential and
superdifferential. Their union, the symmetric subdifferential is compared visually with the Rubinov subdifferential
in [4].
We will frequently use Lemma 2.3 for evaluating the Fréchetsubdifferential which is a basic tool for calculating
the Mordukhovich subdifferential with (13). Analogously,we proceed with the Fréchet superdifferential and (14)
in the same way to evaluate the Mordukhovich superdifferential.
The first example is governed by a parameterr by which three different cases could be studied: the Mor-
dukhovich subdifferential has nonempty interior (r = 0.5), the Mordukhovich superdifferential has nonempty in-
terior (r = 2.0) and both have empty interior (= 1.25). This corresponds to nonemptiness of the positive part
resp. of the negative part as well as the mere presence of the mixed-type part in the directed subdifferential.
Example 4.1 ([4, Example 5.7]).Let f = g−h, where




2 = r‖x‖, r > 0 .
To evaluate the Mordukhovich lower/upper/symmetric subdifferential of f at zero directly, we first need to calculate
the Fréchet subdifferentials off at zero and in its neighborhood.
A. The Fréchet subdifferential at0. Observe thatf can be represented as follows:










ϕw(x) := 〈w,x〉+g(x) ,
then
f (x) = min
‖w‖=r
ϕw(x) .
Since f ′(0;l) = f (l), the formula (9) for the Fréchet subdifferential holds:




It is not difficult to see that
∂g(0) = co{(1,1),(−1,1),(1,−1),(−1,−1)}= [−1,1]2 .
We are going to show that
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∂F f (0) =
{
[−1+ r,1− r]2 , r ≤ 1 ,
/0 , r > 1 .
(68)
Let u∈ ∂F f (0). For everyw, ‖w‖ = r, there existsv∈ [−1,1]2 by (67) such that the coordinates satisfy
ui = vi +wi , i = 1,2 .
This yields−1+ r ≤ ui ≤ 1− r, and hence
∂F f (0) ⊂ [−1+ r,1− r]2 , if r ≤ 1 , (69)
and
∂F f (0) = /0 , if r > 1 . (70)
To show the inclusion opposite to (69), consider an arbitrary u such that−1+ r ≤ ui ≤ 1− r. For everyw, ‖w‖= r,
we setv := u−w. Thenv∈ [−1,1]2 is valid as well as
∂F f (0) ⊃ [−1+ r,1− r]2 . (71)
Now, (68) follows from (69)–(71).
B. The Fréchet superdifferential at0. Observe that

























〈w,x〉− 〈vi ,x〉 .
It is not difficult to observe that
∂ϕi(x) = Br(0)−vi = Br(−vi) ,
whereBr(m) = {x|‖x−m‖= r}. Using (10), the Fréchet superdifferential can be calculated s











C. The Fréchet sub- and superdifferentials around0. For everyx 6= 0 the functionh is smooth, hence
∂F f (x) = ∂ f (x) = ∂g(x)−h′(x) = ∂g(x)− r
x
‖x‖
∀x 6= 0 .
For the Fréchet superdifferential in all pointsx 6= 0 we have




g′(x)− r x‖x‖ , if g is differentiable atx,
/0 , otherwise, sinceg is not Fréchet superdifferentiable
due to [18, Proposition 1.3].













{(sgn(x1),sgn(x2))} , x1 6= 0,x2 6= 0,
co{(1,1),(1,−1)} , x1 > 0,x2 = 0,
co{(1,1),(−1,1)} , x1 = 0,x2 > 0,
co{(−1,−1),(−1,1)} , x1 < 0,x2 = 0,
co{(−1,−1),(1,−1)} , x1 = 0,x2 < 0.
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Therefore,














{(sgn(x1),sgn(x2))− r x‖x‖} , x1 6= 0,x2 6= 0,
co{(1,1),(1,−1)}−{r x‖x‖} , x1 > 0,x2 = 0,
co{(1,1),(−1,1)}−{r x‖x‖} , x1 = 0,x2 > 0,
co{(−1,−1),(−1,1)}−{r x‖x‖} , x1 < 0,x2 = 0,
co{(−1,−1),(1,−1)}−{r x‖x‖} , x1 = 0,x2 < 0,
(73)
and
∂+F f (x) =
{
{(sgn(x1),sgn(x2))− r x‖x‖} , x1 6= 0,x2 6= 0,
/0 , x1x2 = 0,x 6= 0.
(74)
It is not difficult to observe that for everyl ∈ S1 with l1l2 6= 0, we have
Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′) = ∂F f (l) , Limsup
t↓0
∂+F f (l + tl
′) = ∂+F f (l) . (75)
by applying (73) and (74). Forl = (1,0) andl ′ = (0,1)
Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′) = Limsup
t↓0





l + tl ′







‖l + tl ′‖
,1−
rt
‖l + tl ′‖
)}
= {(1− r,1)} .
The corresponding outer limits for the remaining directions can be evaluated analogously. We have
Limsup
t↓0
∂F f (l + tl ′) = Limsup
t↓0























{(1− r,1)} , l = (1,0), l ′ = (0,1),
{(1− r,−1)} , l = (1,0), l ′ = (0,1),
{(1,1− r)} , l = (0,1), l ′ = (1,0),
{(−1,1− r)} , l = (0,1), l ′ = (−1,0),
{(−1+ r,1)} , l = (−1,0), l ′ = (1,0),
{(−1+ r,−1)} , l = (−1,0), l ′ = (−1,0),
{(1,−1+ r)} , l = (0,−1), l ′ = (1,0),
{(−1,−1+ r)} , l = (0,−1), l ′ = (−1,0).
(76)
D. The Mordukhovich subdifferentials at 0. To finish the evaluation of the Mordukhovich subdifferential, we
use Proposition 3.1.
From (68), (73), (75) and (76) the Mordukhovich subdifferential is given by




= {u| −1+ r ≤ ui ≤ 1− r, i = 1,2}
∪ [{(1,1)}+{w|‖w‖= r, w1 ≤ 0, w2 ≤ 0}]
∪ [{(−1,1)}+{w|‖w‖= r, w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≤ 0}]
∪ [{(1,−1)}+{w|‖w‖= r, w1 ≤ 0, w2 ≥ 0}]




∪co{(−1,−1+ r),(1,−1+ r)} .
Analogously, from (72) and (74)–(76)
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∪ [{(1,1)}+{w|‖w‖= r, w1 ≤ 0, w2 ≤ 0}]
∪ [{(−1,1)}+{w|‖w‖= r, w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≤ 0}]
∪ [{(1,−1)}+{w|‖w‖= r, w1 ≤ 0, w2 ≥ 0}]
∪ [{(−1,−1)}+{w|‖w‖= r, w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≥ 0}] .
The Mordukhovich subdifferentials off at 0 for the values ofr = 0.5, 1.25 and 2.0 are plotted in Figs. 1-3.
The corresponding series for the visualization of the directed subdifferentials with the same values ofr are
plotted in Fig. 4, see also [4, Example 5.7] for further explanations. The plots coincide with the pictures of the
Mordukhovich symmetric subdifferentials. Since the subdifferentials of the convex functionsg andh are known,
the Rubinov subdifferential could be easily calculated as the visualization of the difference of these embedded
convex sets.
The arrows in Fig. 4 indicate outer normals to the directed “supporting faces”. They also form the parametrizing
directions in (16) for the directed subdifferential. The positive part in the left picture of Fig. 4 is a convex set. It
is coloured in gray and only outer normals are attached to itsboundary. The other non-convex part belongs to the
mixed-type part. Similarly for the right picture in Fig. 4. The gray convex subset is the negative part and has only
inner normals attached to its boundary. The positive and negative part in the middle picture are empty and the
Rubinov subdifferential consists only of the mixed-type part. Note that the unique “supporting points” belong both
to the Mordukhovich subdifferential and superdifferential due to Theorems 3.13 and 3.14, since for such a point
the lower dimensional positive and negative parts coincidewith the point itself.
Example 4.2 ([23, Example 2.49]).Let
f (x1,x2) := ||x1|+x2| .
Straightforward computation of the Mordukhovich subdifferentials of f (see [23], Example 2.49) gives
∂M f (0,0) = co{(0,0) ,(1,1) ,(−1,1)}∪co{(0,0) ,(−1,−1)}∪co{(0,0) ,(1,−1)} ,
∂+M f (0,0) = co{(1,−1) ,(−1,−1)}∪{(1,1) ,(−1,1)} ,
and
∂ 0M f (0,0) = ∂M f (0,0)∪co{(1,−1) ,(−1,−1)} .
Figs. 5–6 show the comparison between the Mordukhovich lower/upper/symmetric subdifferential with the Rubi-
nov subdifferential. The calculuation of the latter is based on one DC representation off , e.g.
f (x) = max{2x1+2x2,−2x1 +2x2,0}−max{x1 +x2,−x1 +x2} .
As in Example 4.1, one can see that the four unique directed “supporting points”(±1,±1) (see Fig. 5) are present
both in the Mordukhovich subdifferential and superdifferential.
The only segment co{(−1,−1),(1,−1)} in the Mordukhovich superdifferential may be recognized from the
Rubinov subdifferential in Fig. 6 as coming from a negative part of a directed interval, since there are outer normals
attached to its ends (see Fig. 6) where the projections are pointing inside the interval, contrary to all the segments
in the Mordukhovich subdifferential.
Also the Rubinov subdifferential (the visualization of thedirected one in Fig. 6) coincides with the Mor-
dukhovich symmetric subdifferential, according to Theorem 3.14.
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Fig. 1 Mordukhovich subdifferentials off if r = 0.5: a) ∂M f (0); b) ∂ +M f (0); c) ∂
0
M f (0)
Fig. 2 Mordukhovich subdifferentials off if r = 1.25: a) ∂M f (0); b) ∂ +M f (0); c) ∂
0
M f (0)
Fig. 3 Mordukhovich subdifferentials off if r = 2: a) ∂M f (0); b) ∂ +M f (0); c) ∂ 0M f (0)

































Fig. 4 Visualization of directed subdifferential for Example 4.1for a) r = 0.5, b) r = 1.25,c) r = 2.0
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Fig. 5 Mordukhovich subdifferentials for Example 4.2:a) ∂M f (0), b) ∂ +M f (0), c) ∂
0
M f (0)








Fig. 6 Visualization of directed subdifferential for Example 4.2
The last example shows the difference between Theorems 3.13/3.14 and 3.17. In this example the function
f is DC, but not positive homogeneous. So we cannot expect thatwe have equality between the Mordukhovich
symmetric subdifferential and the Rubinov one (the visualization of the directed subdifferential) as in Theorem
3.14.
Example 4.3 ([10, Sect. III.4, Example 4.2] and [4, Example 4.7]). Let f = g−h, where
g(x) = max{2x2,x
2


























{(0,2)} , if x2 > x21 ,
{(2x1,1)} , if x2 < x21 ,







{(−2x1,1)} , if x2 > x21 ,
{(0,0)} , if x2 < x21 ,
co{(0,0),(−2x1,1)} , if x2 = x21 .
It is not difficult to observe that the set of active indices off in x, i.e.






{1} , if x2 < −x21 ,
{2} , if x2 > −x21 ,
{1,2} , if x2 = −x21 .
From Lemma 2.3 follows that






∂ϕ1(x) , if x2 < −x21 ,
∂ϕ2(x) , if x2 > −x21 ,




















{(0,0)} , if −x21 < x2 < x
2
1 ,
{(−2x1,1)} , if x2 > x21 ,
{(2x1,1)} , if x2 < −x21 ,
co{(0,0),(−2x1,1)} , if x2 = x21 , x1,x2 6= 0 ,
/0 , if x2 = −x21 , x1,x2 6= 0 ,
{(0,1)} , if x1 = x2 = 0 .
The evaluation of the outer limit in (13) is straight forward:
∂M f (0) = Limsupx→0 ∂F f (x) = co{(0,0),(0,1)} .
Since f is Fréchet differentiable, the Rubinov subdifferential yields just the gradient (see [4]):
V2(
−→
∂ f (0)) = {(0,1)}







Fig. 7 Mordukhovich and Clarke subdifferential for Example 4.3
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Let us try to apply Theorem 3.17. The formula for the directional derivatives of a DC function is proved in [10,
Sect. I.3, Proposition 3.1]:
f ′(x; l) = g′(x; l)−h′(x; l)
Since the directional derivatives ofg andh involve a maximum, we set
g1(x) = 2x2 , g2(x) = x21 +x2 ,
h1(x) = 0 , h2(x) = g2(x)
and apply [10, Sect. I.3, Proposition 3.1]:
g′(x; l) = max
i∈Ig(x)
g′i(x; l) , Ig(x) = {i ∈ {1,2}|g(x) = gi(x)} ,
h′(x; l) = max
i∈Ih(x)












= 2l2 , if x2 > x21 ,




= 2x1l1 + l2 , if x2 < x21 ,
max{g′1(x; l),g
′













= 0 , if x2 < −x21 ,




= 2x1l1 + l2 , if x2 > −x21 ,
max{h′1(x; l),h
′
2(x; l)} = max{0,2x1l1 + l2} , if x2 = −x
2
1 .
Since we fixx = 0, we havex2 = −x21 andx2 = x
2
1 and hence,
f ′(0;l) = max{2l2,2 ·0 · l1+ l2}−max{0,2 ·0 · l1+ l2} = max{2l2, l2}−max{0, l2}
= l2 +max{l2,0}−max{0, l2} = l2
The functionf ′(0;·) is continuously differentiable with respect tol , hence strict differentiable by [7, Corollary to
Proposition 2.2.1]. One can apply [7, Proposition 2.2.4] tosh w
∂MP f (0) = ∂Cl[ f ′(0;·)](0) = {∇l f ′(0;·)(0)} = {(0,1)}
which coincides with the Rubinov subdifferential.
A similar reasoning shows that the Fréchet subdifferential and superdifferential of the directional derivative co-
incides with the gradient of ′(0;·) with respect tol in any directionη by [18, Proposition 1.3]. Hence, the
Mordukhovich subdifferential and the Mordukhovich superdifferential also equal to the point(0,1) due to (14).
5 Conclusions
As we have shown in this paper, the connection between the Mordukhovichsubdifferential/superdifferentialand the
Rubinov subdifferential may provide substantial information related to their computing and in their applications.
This relation will be investigated and explored in more details in our further research. Especially, we are currently
working on the extension of our results from the class of DC functions to quasidifferentiable functions and on their
application to quasidifferential calculus. Another focusof future research will be the case of dimension higher than
two.
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